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Abstract

This paper examines the impact of shifting liquidity and institutional trading in the corporate bond market on inferences regarding informational efficiency. We find that when institutional trade dominance and other bond trading features are accounted for, stock leads evidenced in earlier studies surprisingly disappear. Short windows after firm-specific news releases are examined, and bond trading advantages are shown to be pronounced particularly when equity market liquidity is low (during after-market hours). Cross-sectionally, the effect of credit risk and other firm/bond level characteristics are determined. Finally, ‘top bonds’ are identified, and their common ex ante identifiable characteristics are determined.
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1. Introduction

The market efficiency of corporate bonds has not been established in the literature without controversy. Indeed, there are seemingly conflicting results (and hence conclusions) regarding the market efficiency of corporate bonds. In this paper, we demonstrate that the lack of consensus regarding bond market efficiency can be reconciled when bond market liquidity patterns and other institutional features specific to the bond market are explicitly considered. Specifically, we examine the importance of incorporating these features when examining efficiency and the extent of price discovery of corporate bonds, as well as for the comparison of informational efficiency across markets in general. First, since for any given firm there typically is a multiplicity of bond issues, examining the efficiency of a firm’s bonds in pair-wise comparisons with the issuer’s stock can lead to misleading inferences, as liquidity and informed trading in different issues may differ cross-sectionally and over time. Second, the corporate bond market in the United States has been shown to have a dominant institutional presence, with potential trade disadvantages for retail traders. Since retail trades account for about 65% of transactions (but represent only 1.8% of volume), tests that do not differentiate between the two trading sectors may artificially magnify the effect of potentially noisier retail trades. Third, the around-the-clock corporate bond market may provide an important informational role when the equity market displays low liquidity and poor price discovery. The impact of these observations can be significant not only when examining the efficiency of the market in isolation (or relative to that of equity market), but can also contribute to recent advances in corporate bond liquidity research.

On a methodological note, this paper aims to address some of the difficulties inherent in the comparison of informational efficiency across markets. Analysis in early studies that has focused on the relative informational efficiency of the bond and equity markets using a Vector Autoregression (VAR) approach based on pair-wise comparisons of each bond with the issuer’s stock can be misleading. Resulting inferences are limited, in that they cannot reveal more than whether the firm’s bonds are on average slower in reflecting information than the firm’s stock. Further, inferences regarding this ‘average’ are predicated on the implicit assumption that liquidity and trading activity of the issuer’s bonds are immediately comparable both across bonds and uniformly with the equity. As the variation in both of these is known to be considerable, relying on an average may create a bias towards finding a stock lead. In fact, accounting for dynamic liquidity, trade size and timing effects can generate surprising reversals of previously documented results: Granger-causality tests indicate that stock leads disappear, and that bond efficiency can be deemed comparable to that of the equity.

More importantly, these tests cannot uncover the information most desired by traders (i.e., whether there are some bonds on an informational par with equity). Further, if these bonds switch off over time, such liquidity patterns cannot be captured by pair-wise comparisons within a time series framework. Indeed, we find that institutional trade in a firm’s bonds following earnings announcements is highly concentrated in certain issues. We define the bond with the highest institutional trade volume immediately following an earnings announcement (and before NYSE market open) as the ‘top bond’ for the firm. We show that the identity of these top bonds changes over time, and that they share common characteristics, such as age, maturity, credit quality, and bond complexity. Moreover, their identity can be predicted ex ante based on these common characteristics, and a logistic model yields a fairly high degree of out-of-sample predictive accuracy.
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